
BRIEF02: ENTREPREND 

 

Bismuth Bivouac, Burning Man 2015 

 

You have now rigorously explored several systems both digitally with the use of parametric tools and physically through                  
extensive model making. You have developed diagramming techniques to translate the physical to the digital and                
vice-versa. Through this experimentation, you have developed your own interpretation of these systems and have               
extracted design tools of your own.  
 
Brief two is about developing your entrepreneurial skills - choosing a business idea or an architectural pop-up opportunity                  
and making your project real. Find the best way to realise it, not just design it, but actually plan its execution, seek funding                       
for it, cost it, and build it. 
 
We want you to submit proposals both for Burning Man (deadline Monday 30th November for the letter of intent) and also                     
for the Hackney Road site (deadline TBC) as well as look for other possibilities. You should be a master of your system and                       
able to apply it in any relevant context at different scales. Make sure to say you are part of WeWantToLearn in your                      
application to maximize your chances of winning funding at burning man. Remember the golden rules to win: daytime and                   
nighttime interactivity, sturdiness, economic and easy to assemble, climbable, burnable. Relate to this year’s theme and                
remember that selling an idea to Burning Man (and any wider audience) is very different from the technical descriptions of                    
your system in brief01 - Look at previous winner’s text like Shipwreck.  
 

1. Come up with your architectural pop-up/business  idea. 
 
As well as your burning man and hackney road proposals, Think how else your project could be realised, could it                    
be a new shop concept, an interactive game, a pop up bar, a hot tub party, an art installation at burning man, a                       
hipster cycle powered cold brew coffee shop, a 3D printed food restaurant. We want fun ideas, places bringing                  
joy to the community, both involving and enriching the neighborhoods that you will choose,  
 
The business idea should be presented in a coherent business plan and business model including spreadsheets                
and diagrams. Your idea should relate to your brief one research, and the spatial qualities you have been                  
exploring. As architects your contribution to the experience is about what you can do spatially. 

 
Brief two is an extension and continuation of your brief one work. You have rigorously explored a system and                   
should by now be masters in its execution and able to think about how it could be applied at different scales, in                      

http://blog.burningman.com/2015/10/brc-art/burning-man-2016-da-vincis-workshop/
https://wewanttolearn.wordpress.com/2013/02/01/shipwreck/


different materials, so you need to step back and think how it could be used architecturally.. Does it make sense                    
to use it as a canopy, then what do you want it to cover? Does it make sense as a playful climbing frame? Then                        
who would your audience be and how can you reach them? How can you encourage people to explore your                   
spaces and how can these spaces be more than just a canopy but a fully climbable and playful structure like                    
Bismuth Bivouac. 

 
You should develop a low cost fabrication logic which can be easily assembled and disassembled and takes                 
advantage of the existing context (off the shelf materials with digitally fabricated nodes for example). The system                 
should be digitally calibrated through the use of environmental and structural analysis. Understand material              
systems chosen, think about how your proposal is transported, how it is unpacked etc. How can you use the                   
intelligence of the computer with really cheap materials,  
 
The conclusion of the project will be a crowdfunding/grant proposal so business plans and videos are crucial!                 
This business idea will form the basis of Brief03 in case you don’t win either BM or Hackney. 
 

2. Find a suitable site.  
 

This can be anywhere worldwide for your big idea.  
 
Black Rock City is in Northern Nevada and has its own history and culture which you should explore whilst doing                    
your proposal. 
 
For Hackney, we have a site in the heart of theMakerMilewith the owner’s permission to build on, which is a new                       
container city specifically aimed at creatives (dwg plan sent separately) The site is growing all the time, there are                   
people printing 3D food, making raspberry Pi computers and our offices are also based here. 

 
3. Based on your research on funding, choose the best route possible for your proposal. 

 
Read through the whole group’s research booklet on funding and pinpoint what is going to be your best funding                   
strategy for your specific idea, and then research more about what is the most successful strategy for that route,                   
is it the quality of the rewards offered, can you make the rewards actually be valuable, is it the value to the                      
immediate local community as they will invest? Is it, the cool factor? You tell us, we don't know. 
 

Notes: 
 
Make sure to publish your system on theWeWantToLearn.net blog to share your findings with the wider community. This                    
allows you to summarise and conclude what you have discovered and create connections with possible collaborators.  
 
Some groups (you know who you are) still have work to do on the funding booklet and should do this immediately too. 
 
Outcomes: 
 
1:1 Models 
Drawings showing construction sequence 
A clear business case for your proposal 
A funding application backed up by a promotional  video 
  
Suggested reading: 
 

● Economics 
 

http://makermile.cc/
http://wewanttolearn.net/


Wikinomics, How mass collaboration changes everything, Don Tapscott, Anthony Williams 
Cradle To Cradle, Michael Braungart and William McDonough 
Out of Control, Kevin Kelly 
Massive Change, Bruce Mau 

Losing My Virginity: How I Survived, Had Fun, and Made a Fortune Doing Business My Way, Richard Branson. 

 
● Sociology 

 
Homo Ludens, Johan Huizinga 
Tribes of Burning Man, Steven Jones 
 

● Architectural 
 
Synergetics, fuller 
Frei Otto complete works 
Membrane Structures, Koch 
The Secret Code, Hemenway 
Architecture and Geometry in the Age of the Baroque, Hersey 
Computational Beauty of Nature, 
Tooling, Lasch 
Structure in nature as a strategy for design, Pearce 
Self-Made Tapestry, ball 
Morpho-Ecologies, hensel 
 

● General interest 
 
The art of looking sideways, Fletcher 
World changing, Abrams 
The other architects 
Future Shock, toffler 
 

● Fabrication 
 
Manufacturing Processes for designers, thompson 
 

● Biology 
 
Growth and Form, thompson 

http://www.amazon.co.uk/Wikinomics-Don-Tapscott/dp/184354637X
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Cradle-Michael-Braungart/dp/0099535475/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1328373669&sr=1-1
http://books.google.co.uk/books/about/Homo_Ludens.html?id=oZgA8UDf3_4C
http://www.amazon.com/Tribes-Burning-Man-Experimental-Counterculture/dp/1888729295
http://www.amazon.co.uk/The-Secret-Code-Mysterious-Formula/dp/3836507110

